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Goods and Services Tax is a destination based tax. Determination of Place of Supply (PoS) is 
significant to implement the destination principle not only for business-to-consumer supplies, which 
involve final consumption, but also for business-to-business supplies, even though such supplies do not 
involve final consumption. Business-to-business supplies are taxed under the GST’s staged collection 
process, and, in this context, the place of supply rules should facilitate the ultimate objective of the 
tax, which is to tax final consumption. Though the principles of Place of Supply in the IGST Bill are 
broadly aligned with this objective, however, there are still some gaps requiring clarity and certainty. 
The challenge is not to complicate the application of the principles of PoS and provide for all possible 
business situations like supplies between the State of Jammu & Kashmir and rest of India. Read on 
to know more…..

IGST and Place of Supply

Supply’ (PoS) are in two different States or two 
different Union Territories or are in a State and a 
Union Territory, and Intra-State supplies are such 
supplies where the LoS and PoS are in the same State 
or same Union Territory.

Inter-State supplies also include the supplies 
of goods or services imported into India or supply 
of goods or services where the LoS is in India and  
PoS is outside India. Other than these supplies,  
there are some specified supplies which apparently 
look like intra-State supplies but would be  
considered as inter-State supplies, for instance the 
supplies made to or by an SEZ unit or developer even 
within a State would be considered as inter-State 
supplies. 

CA. Rohini Aggarwal
(The author is a member of the 
Institute who may be contacted 
at rohiniaggl@gmail.com.)

In the GST law, Sections 7 and 8 of the Integrated 
Goods and Services Tax (IGST) Bill 2017 govern 
the provisions relating to the nature of supplies. 
Accordingly, the nature of any given transaction 
would be either inter-State Supply or intra-State 
Supply. Inter-State supplies are such supplies where 
the ‘Location of Supplier’ (LoS) and the ‘Place of 
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All intra-State supplies are governed by the Central 
GST law as well as the State/Union Territory GST 
law and the applicable taxes are CGST plus SGST/
UTGST. Thus two types of taxes are chargeable on a 
single transaction reflecting the respective share of 
taxes pertaining to the Central Government and the 
State/UT Government. 

All inter-State supplies are governed by the 
IGST law and the applicable levy on the transaction 
is IGST. This IGST includes the share of both the 
Central Government and the respective State/UT 
Government which is considered as ‘Place of Supply’ 
for the purposes of IGST law. Thus the concept of 
‘Place of Supply’ attains the utmost importance 
from the perspective of the government as the State 
or UT considered as PoS in a given transaction 
would get the share of the IGST levied and collected 
thereon. The concept is also important from the 
perspective of the businesses as the PoS in a given 
transaction would help in ascertaining whether the 
transaction would constitute an intra-State supply 
or an inter-State supply, which in turn would lead to 
ascertain the tax types and tax liability required to be 
discharged by them.

Sections 10 to 13 of the IGST Bill provides the 
principles to determine the Place of Supply – 
- Section 10 governs the Place of Supply of goods, 

other than supply of goods imported into, or 
exported from India.

- Section 11 governs the Place of Supply of goods, 
imported into, or exported from India.

- Section 12 governs the Place of Supply of 
Services, where the location of the supplier and 
the recipient is in India.

- Section 13 governs the Place of Supply of 
Services, where the location of the supplier or 
the recipient is outside India. 

Note that while Sections 10 and 12 govern the 
domestic supplies of goods and services, Sections 
11 and 13 govern the cross border supplies of goods 
and services. Also, the provisions relating to PoS of 
supply of goods are independent of the provisions 
relating to PoS of supply of services.

According to the related provisions, Broad principles 
governing the Place of Supply of Goods other than 
imports & exports, are as under–
1. Where the supply involves movement of goods, 

the place of supply of such goods shall be the 
location of the goods at which movement of 
goods terminates for delivery to the recipient.

2. Where the goods are delivered on the direction 
of third person, the place of supply of such goods 
shall be the principal place of business of that 
third person. 

3. Where the supply does not involve movement of 
goods, the place of supply of such goods shall be 
the location of such goods at the time of delivery. 

4. Where the goods are assembled or installed, 
the place of supply of such goods shall be the 
location of assembly or installation. 

5. Where the goods are supplied on board a 
conveyance including Aircraft, vessels, boat, 
Train, motor vehicle etc., shall be location at 
which such goods are taken on board.

6. Where the place of supply cannot be determined, 
the place of supply shall be the manner as may be 
prescribed.

The above set of rules (referred as ‘rules’ for 
convenience of discussion) ostensibly takes care of 
all supplies of goods within the territory of India. 
However, some aspects of the rules have not been 
said in so many words leaving room for discussion 
and interpretations. For instance, as per Rule 2 
above, when goods are delivered on the direction of 
a third person, the PoS in this case is the principal 
place of business of the third person. Now suppose 
this third person is not a business person and thus 
does not have a place of business, in that case 
whether the supply would get covered by the first 
rule relating to movement of goods or by sixth rule 
where it is deemed that place of supply has not been 
said in words leaving it to get interpreted by choice. 
Also situations like installation of goods where the 
very act of installation of goods supplied may make 
it a works contract which is considered as ‘service’ in 
the law, need some more elaboration to convey the 
intended coverage under the rule.

All inter-State supplies are governed by the IGST 
law and the applicable levy on the transaction is 

IGST. This IGST includes the share of both the Central 
Government and the respective State/UT Government 

which is considered as ‘Place of Supply’ for the 
purposes of IGST law. Thus the concept of ‘Place 

of Supply’ attains the utmost importance from the 
perspective of the government as the State or UT 

considered as PoS in a given transaction would get the 
share of the IGST levied and collected thereon.
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The principles to determine the Place of Supply 
of Goods other than imports & exports are simple 
and are same as those in the existing law. PoS of 
goods imported into India shall be the location of the 
importer and PoS for the goods exported from India 
shall be the location outside India. The rules are clear 
and have been followed through years without any 
ambiguity.

Ascertaining PoS with respect to supplies of  
goods is simpler, given the fact that goods are 
tangible and identifiable with respect to the location 
of movement and consumption. Ascertaining 
PoS with respect to services is more difficult, as 
the nature of services is such that they cannot  
be subject to physical controls in the same way as 
goods. 

Broad principles governing the Place of Supply  
of Services where the location of supplier and 
recipient is in India, are 13 in number, out of which 
1 is general rule and 12 are special rules. For most 
supplies of services, the place of supply is decided  
by what is known as the ‘general rule’. However,  
some supplies are subject to special rules  
that will affect their place of supply depending  
upon the nature of services referred in that respective 
rule. 

The general rule for working out the PoS of 
services provide that where services are supplied 
to a registered person, the PoS shall be the location 
of such person; where services are supplied to a  
person other than a registered person, the PoS shall 
be the address of the recipient on record of the 
supplier; and in case no such address is on record, 
the PoS shall be the location of supplier.

Note that the general rule has been framed 
keeping in view the difference between B to B and 
B to C supplies. Also in case of B to C supplies the 
objective of considering the place of consumption 
as PoS has been emphasised. The rule is very well 
aligned with the overall philosophy of GST law–
destination based consumption tax.

Coming to the special rules, the rule with respect 
to services in relation to immovable property 
prescribes the location of immovable property  
as PoS. The rule covers services like architecture, 
interior decoration, construction and also 
accommodation services for staying or for  
organising functions. The rule is simple to apply, 
however, it does not differentiate between B to B 
and B to C supplies. Thus the businesses procuring 
services relating to immovable property may not 
be able to claim input credit of such services, in  
case services are procured in a State or UT other 
than the one in which they operate their business. 
The point to note here is that when compared to the 
other countries, the coverage of services under this 
rule is much wider in the IGST Bill. 

The PoS for the restaurant and catering services, 
personal grooming, health & beauty services etc., 
has been prescribed as the location where the 
services are actually performed. Here also no special 
provision is there for B to B supplies but since these 
services are of personal nature on which input 
credit in any case would not be available. For the 
services of training and performance appraisal, PoS 
is location of recipient in case of B to B supplies. This 
is thoughtful.

Similarly, PoS for the services provided by way 
of admission to an event or amusement park or  
any other place, has been prescribed as the location 
of the event or location of the park without 
differentiating between B to B and B to C supplies, 
however, for the services relating to organisation  
and admission of the event such differentiation has 
been made and in case of business recipient, its 
location would be the PoS.

The PoS for the services of transportation  
of goods including mail or courier is the location 
of the recipient in case of B to B transaction and 
the ‘location of handing over of goods’ in case of 
B to C transactions. The PoS for the Passenger 
transportation services is location of the recipient 
in case of B to B transaction and the ‘where the 
passenger embarks on the conveyance for continuous 
journey’ in case of B to C transactions. The Place 
of Supply of services on board a conveyance  
including aircraft, vessels, boat, train, motor  
vehicle etc. would be the location of the first 
scheduled point of departure of that conveyance for 
the journey.

The PoS of telecommunication services including 
data transfer, broadcasting, cable and DTH services 

The general rule for working out the PoS of services 
provide that where services are supplied to a 

registered person, the PoS shall be the location 
of such person; where services are supplied to a 

person other than a registered person, the PoS shall 
be the address of the recipient on record of the 

supplier; and in case no such address is on record, 
the PoS shall be the location of supplier.
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to any person, has been prescribed differently for 
fixed line, leased circuits, cable or dish antenna 
(place of installation) and for post-paid mobile/
internet connections (billing address) and for pre-
paid mobile/internet/DTH connections (address 
of selling agent or recipient or location of sale in 
different situations). This is broadly in line with what 
has been done by the other countries and should 
take care of most of the business situations.

The Place of Supply of banking & other financial 
services including stock broking services, shall be 
the location of the recipient of services as per the 
records, in case of non-availability of such address 
PoS would be the location of supplier of services. The 
Place of Supply of Insurance services is the location 
of recipient in case of businesses or otherwise. 

A special rule has been made for prescribing the 
PoS in case of advertisement services provided to the 
government(s) or local bodies where the services are 
meant for more than one State/UT. Broadly the rule 
says that the PoS would be the respective State or UT 
for which advertisement is meant. 

Having discussed the principles governing PoS 
for all domestic supplies of services, it may be seen 
that the overall objective of the principles is to 
capture the location of consumption of services and 
to ascertain the PoS accordingly. However, in some 
situations, business recipient would stand to lose on 
account of non-availability of credit for the services 
used for businesses, for instance in case of services 
in relation to immovable property. In such cases, 
there seems to be a need to build equity between 
consumption and credit principles.

Coming to the principles of PoS for cross border 
supply of services, there are 11 rules prescribed – 1 
general rule and 10 special rules. The rules apply in 
case where out of the service recipient and provider, 
one is located in India and other outside India. The 
rules are by and large similar to the existing Place of 
Provision of Services Rules in service tax law. There 
is no concept of differentiating B to B and B to C 
supplies in these rules. 

The general rule prescribes PoS as address of 
the recipient of service, if such address is available, 
and location of provider of service in case of non-
availability of address of recipient. Thus the general 
rule for ascertaining PoS in case of domestic and 
cross border transactions is on the same lines. 

The special rule for services provided in relation 
to some goods like repair etc., and services requiring 
physical presence of recipient prescribing PoS 
as place of performance in case of cross border 
supplies has no parallel in case of PoS rules in case of 
domestic supplies. Similarly rule prescribing PoS as 
location of supplier for intermediaries, banking and 
financial services with special condition, and short 
term hiring of means of transport has no resonance 
in the rules for domestic supplies.

PoS for the services in relation to immovable 
property, organisation and admission to an event 
has been prescribed on the same lines as in case of 
domestic supplies without differentiating for B to B 
supplies.

PoS for passenger transportation is the place 
where passenger embarks his journey and for 
services on board a conveyance is first scheduled 
point of departure. This again bears similarity with 
the PoS principles for domestic supplies. 

PoS for transportation of goods other than 
mail or courier is place of destination which is in 
complete contrast to the PoS principle in case of 
similar services supplied domestically.

Note that though the principles to determine PoS 
for cross border supplies seem similar to the existing 
service tax provisions relating to ascertaining the 
place of provision of services, however, the fact that 
the GST PoS principles for cross border supplies 
would apply only when one of the service recipients 
or providers is located outside India, would make a 
big difference to the respective tax position.

After going through such an exhaustive set of 
principles for determining PoS in case of domestic 
and cross-border supplies of goods and services, 
still it seems that some of the rules require more 
elaboration for better application and some more 
situations need to be covered particularly in relation 
to supplies between Jammu & Kashmir to the rest 
of India and vice-versa. The challenge is to create 
a balance between the need for recognising the 
revenue with the consuming state, making available 
input credit for eligible services to the businesses, 
and simple and clear expression of law to facilitate 
its application by the trade. 

A special rule has been made for prescribing the PoS 
in case of advertisement services provided to the 
government(s) or local bodies where the services 
are meant for more than one State/UT. Broadly the 

rule says that the PoS would be the respective State 
or UT for which advertisement is meant. 
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You can go as far as your mind lets you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve. - Mary Kay Ash


